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I- LISTENING                                                                                                       ( 8 marks) 

1) Put a tick  (√) in front of the correct answer. 
 

 The six speakers speak about :      
                                                                                                                                                                                       (0,5)                          

a) ❏  TV  vs cinema       b) ❏   Theatre vs cinema         c) ❏DVD vs cinema         d) ❏ Funfair or cinema                       

2) Listen to Anita and correct the following statements.                                                                     (1)                                                                                           

 The cinema is better because  they offer a lot of pop corn.  

_______________________________________________________________________ 

 Watching a movie at home  is good  because it’s cheaper 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
3) What does Martin like on the big screen ? Tick the correct answer.                                             (0,5)  

 ❏horror films                                           ❏  Big epics                                                      ❏  science fiction 

5) Listen to Barbara and  complete the following table.                                                                     (2)   

The cinema                 The ………………………………………… 
 

There is a special magic. You can fast ……………….. or backward 
 

………  ……………. and soft drinks Is more ……………………………………….. 
 

6) Listen to Ruth and complete te following paragraph  .                                                                (1)                         

It’s true that the  the ___________ is  a ____________ way to see a ___________ but  Ruth  

prefers the cinema because you can _____________ . 

7)  Listen and find words  meaning                                                                                                         (1) 

Concentrate = _____________________   Informal word for comfortable = __________________________                                                                        

8) Write   the corresponding words  :                                                                                                    (1)                         

【 iks ╵piəriəns  】=______________________     /       【speʃl】   =________________________                                                    

9) Circle the stressed syllable.                                                                                                                (1) 

Con ve  nient                                                        -                                           ci ne ma           
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II  - LANGUAGE                                                                                              ( 12 marks)   
I- Fill in the blanks with words from the box below.                                                                                         (4 mks) 

 
      Online shopping has ____________ become very popular among people of different ages. It 

has many  benefits, yet some serious ____________. Firstly, the Internet ____________ you 

with a _____________  choice than in traditional ones and the prices are usually more 

profitable. On the other hand, you are never ________ that you weren’t a victim of some 

_____________ who hack into the company____________ site and change the value of the 

orders. Besides,it is extremely difficult to decide whether something is original or fake . …. 

However, we do not need to worry if we look _____________ before we buy anything from the 

net. 

 

2- Choose the right alternative and write it in the box below .                                       (4 mks) 

ANSWERS   

1-……………… 2-…………………… 3-……………………… 4-……………… 5-……………… 

6-……………… 7-…………………. 8-……………………… 

3- Match the underlined utterances with the appropriate functions.                             (4 mks) 

Waitress: Here are the menus sir. ➊Can I get you  

                 something to drink?. 

Customer: a bottle of sparkling water , please. 
Waitress: Right away. Can I take your order for an  
                 appetiser? 
Customer: My usual starter mushroom soup. 
Waitress: ➋I’m Sorry, sir .We’re out of it at the moment.  
Customer: mm ..does the melon  come with anything  
                   else? 
Waitress: The melon? It just comes with some garnish  
                   and some whipped cream. 
Customer: ➌What would you recommend? 

Waitress: Well I really recommend the fries. They’re quite 
good and they come with cheese and tomatoes but ➍ 
mind out the chilli on top. ➎It might be hot! 
Customer: ➏Oh they sound nice. Ok, I’ll have those 
thanks….For the main course  ➐I ‘d like this vegetable 

goulash. Can you tell me, is it vegetarian? 
Waitress: It is, actually. It’s all vegetarian but it does come 

a- Expressing uncertainty 
b- Expressing regret 
c- Warning 
d- Expressing desire 

e- Asking for  advice 
f- Showing interest 
g- Showing  indifference 
h- Offering help  

 
 
                 ANSWERS 
 
 

1+… 2+… 3+… 4+… 

5+… 6+... 7+… 8+… 

Marlin (a clown fish) is a widower who only has his son 
Nemo left of his family after a (1) attack. Years later, on 
Nemo's first day of school, and (2)  his father’s warnings , 
he's caught by a scuba diver and (3)  to live in a dentist 
office's fish (4) . Nemo regrets his (5) to his father and 
plans with his tankmates to run (6) before he becomes 
the dentist’s niece’s new pet .Meanwhile, Marlin ,Nemo’s 
father ,who (7)  to the ocean , together with  his new (8) 
start looking for him coming across various dangers and 
obstacles. 

(1) shrek         / short       /shark             
(2)  in spite    / despite   / although                   

(3)   taken     / took        / takes 
(4)   swimming-pool /  aquarium /  tanks 
 (5) obey / obedience / disobedience 

(6) away    /   for  /  from 

(7) has never swum /never swam /  

      never swim 

(8)  absent-mind/ mind-absent /          

      absent-minded               

  

dangers  -    better   –    out    –    provides  -  recently –      hackers  –      web    –   sure   



with cheese. 
Customer: Oh that’s ok, ➑I don’t mind cheese. 

 

 


